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Summary
With the continuous accumulation of users’ check-in data, we can gradually capture users’ behav-
ior patterns and mine users’ preferences. Based on this, the next point-of-interest (POI) recom-
mendation has attracted considerable attention. Its main purpose is to simulate users’ behavior
habits of check-in behavior. Then, different types of context information are used to construct
a personalized recommendation model. However, the users’ check-in data are extremely sparse,
which leads to low performance in personalized model training using recurrent neural network
(RNN). Therefore, we propose a category-aware gated recurrent unit (CA-GRU) model to miti-
gate the negative impact of sparse check-in data, capture long-range dependence between user
check-ins and get better recommendation results of POI category.We combine the spatiotempo-
ral information of check-in data and take thePOI category as users’ preference to train themodel.
Also, we develop an attention-based category-aware gated recurrent unit (ATCA-GRU) model
for next POI category recommendation. The ATCA-GRU model can selectively utilize the atten-
tion mechanism to pay attention to the relevant historical check-in trajectories in the check-in
sequence. We evaluate ATCA-GRU using a real-world dataset, named Foursquare. The experi-
mental results indicate that our ATCA-GRU model outperforms the existing similar methods for
next POI recommendation.
KEYWORDS:
next POI recommendation, category-aware, attention, gated recurrent unit, embedding

1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, location-based social network services (LBSNs) are developing rapidly, such as Foursquare, Gowalla and Yelp 1. Users can use their
mobile devices to publish the check-in locationwhen they find their points-of-interest (POI). They can share their location and post their feelings at
the time.With the increasing check-in data, LBSNs have accumulated considerable users’ check-in records. As a result, it provides precious oppor-
tunity tomine users’ interests andmake POI recommendations to users according to their check-in records. POI recommendation has beenwidely
considered at present. Time is closely related to the check-in behavior of users. However, if only predicts the POI that usersmay visit in a long time,
such as a few months later, has little value in real applications. So the next POI recommendation has become hot research now. Although LBSNs
collect massive users’ data, the check-in data is still extremely sparse, and it isn’t easy to mine users’ behavior habits from users’ sparse check-ins.
While the user’s preference for POI category is beneficial in alleviating data sparsity and improving recommendation performance 2. Therefore, for
sparse data, we regard the POI category as users’ behavior preference, combine preferencewith time effect, and focus on POI category prediction.
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Our goal is to predict POI category which users most likely to visit next. This research is helpful to advertising, urban traffic planning 3 and other
practical applications 4 5 6.
Themain purpose of our research is to predict the POI category. By utilizing the users’ check-in history and some other contexts, users may visit

these POI categories in a short time. Unlike items such as application programming interfaces (API), music and movie recommendation without
context, next POI recommendation focuses on connection between users and the real world. Time is an important factor affecting people’s check-in
behavior. For example, some office workers may go to the gym after work; some students may go to cram school on the rest day; people may go to
the restaurant for lunch when they need. Moreover, there are complicated time dependencies between users’ different check-ins. A user’s former
check-in trajectories may have a crucial influence on the next check-in. In a word, the temporal contexts have an important influence on analyzing
users’ historical behavior habits and recommending POIs to users.
In previous studies,MarkovChain (MC)hasbeenwidely used to capture the timedependencybetweenusers’ check-ins 7. Recently, deep learning

research is very popular in various fields 8. Among them, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and its variant Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 9or
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) play a crucial role in capturing time dependence. Among them, RNN is difficult in capturing the long-term dependence,
but its variants LSTM and GRU can capture the long-term dependence of check-in sequence by improving the architecture of the cell. At present,
the related research on the next POI recommendation is based on spatiotemporal context information, mining users’ sequential patterns, Other
researches combineweather information, users’ emotional informationandPOI category information.However, thesemethodsaregreatly affected
by the actual situation of dataset. The reason for sparsity may be that users haven’t motivation to check-in or for privacy protection 10 11. If the
dataset is very sparse, the accuracy of the prediction results will be reduced. Moreover, privacy protection has been widely considered in many
fields 12 13. Unfortunately, although the current LBSN services have collected large number of users’ check-in information, it is still not enough. And
the data sparsity still greatly affects the performance of the model. To address data sparsity and achieve high quality, we develop an Attention-
based Category-awareGated Recurrent Unit (ATCA-GRU)model tomake the next POI category recommendation. The approaches of ourwork are
summarized below.
(1) In order tomake full use of the users’ historical check-in sequences on the LBSN andmine the complex dependency between users’ check-ins,

we use GRUmodel to reduce the negative impact of data sparsity on recommendation results, we propose a category-aware Gated Recurrent Unit
(CA-GRU)model with POI categories as users preferences.
(2)We combine the attentionmechanismwithGRUand propose an attention-based category-awareGRU (ATCA-GRU)model to predict the POI

category that users aremost likely to visit in the next 24 hours.
(3) We evaluate the ATCA-GRU model using a real-world LBSN dataset collected from Foursquare. The empirical results show that compared

with the baselines, our model significantly improves the POI performance of POI category recommendation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the works related to the topics of POI category recommendation. Section III

introduces some related professional knowledge of our research. Section IV details our attention-based category-aware GRU model, Section V
introduces our experiments and Section VI concludes the paper and discusses our future work directions.

2 RELATEDWORK
Conventional POI recommendation. Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Matrix factorization (MF) are popular in conventional POI prediction. And it
mainly considers spatial and temporal information. Ye et al. 14 provided a solution based on collaborative filtering (CF) to predict usersmay interest
POI according to geo-localization information and similar users. Yuan et al. 15 combined temporal effects with user-oriented. They used the Bayes
rule to capture the spatial-temporal impact and made POI recommendation. Zhang et al. 16 proposed a method based on matrix factorization (MF)
to infer users’ interests according to social and geographical influences. Social influence is also an extremely important factor. Zhou et al. 17 made
group recommendation considering the social impact. Zhaoet al. 18 providedanextreme learningmachine-basedmethod. It considered thepopular-
ity of POI, users’ location and preference to recommend POI to a set of users. And theymade POI recommendation bymining the users’ evaluation
information of POI and POI location. And then inferred the users’ preference for POIs. In addition, various contexts are also important for recom-
mendation. Huang et al. 19 proposed a unified probabilistic generativemodel which associatedwith social, spatial, temporal and sequential of users’
check-in records, so as tomine the patterns of the user check-in records.
Next POI recommendation. It mainly considers the POI that users most recent check-ins at a specific time, so that it can meet the needs of POI

recommendation in reality. Therefore, the next POI recommendation is more challenging. Jiao et al. 20 simulated user mobile processes with users’
preferences and locations. And it used tensor tomodel the dynamic user behavior tomake POI recommendation. Zhao et al. 7 proposed a personal-
izedMarkov chain (MC) based to recommendPOI. Besides, RNN is alsowidely used inmanyfields, such as next POI recommendation 21 andmedical
pre diagnosis 22. Chen et al. 23 proposed a memory enhancement neural network for the recommendation. Huang et al. 24 utilized the improved
structure of RNN called Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM). Besides, attention mechanism has been widely used in many fields recently. Whether it
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is image caption 25, speech recognition 26, statistical learning 27, or natural language processing 28, it is easy to use attentionmodels. It helps to over-
come some challenges in the recurrent neural network. For example, as the input length increases, the performance decreases, and the calculation
efficiency is low due to the unreasonable input sequence. In 24, an ATST-LSTM model is designed to predict POI. In order to better mine different
dependence between users’ check-ins, Huang et al. combined the attention mechanism in human vision with LSTM, and proposed the ATST-LSTM
model. Pang et al. 29 proposed ahierarchical attentionmechanism (HAM-POIRec),which effectively improves theutilizationof data andminesmore
hidden information.Wang et al. 30 proposed a SPENTmodel that can use an RNN tomodel users’ continuous transition behavior. Kong et al. 31 pro-
posed a spatiotemporal LSTMmodel (ST-LSTM), which is an improvement on the ST-RNN model. The advantage of this model is that it can better
capture the long-time dependence between users’ check-in. These methods also achieved good prediction results. However, the sparsity of users’
check-in data contribute to low accuracy of model prediction.
POI category recommendation. The POI category plays a vital role in POI recommendation, and it can reflect users’ preferences. At present, many

POI recommendation methods have used POI category factors to assist in recommendation. He et al. 32 developed a category-based method to
make next POI recommendation using the category influence. Zhang et al. 33 used the geographic, social and classification correlations on POI the
correlation score between users and unvisited POI. And then provided users with suggestions. In addition, Chen et al. 34 proposed a successive
POI category predictionmethod. They used three-dimensional tensor decomposition to predict the user’s next POI category. In the follow-up, they
combined successive POI category prediction with the group influence of users, and then carried out continuous POI recommendation. Cheng et
al. 35 also decomposed the next POI prediction problem into POI category prediction and specific POI prediction. But the difference is that they
used the matrix decomposition method to predict the category, and then combined the user preferences, time influence and geographic influence
to recommend the next POI. Although somemethods are used to predict the POI category, they do not regard the users’ POI category as the users’
preferences for fine-grained POI category prediction.
It is difficult to find users’ behavior patterns and predict a POI because of the sparse check-in data. Moreover, the low-accuracy POI prediction

has low value in real applications. Therefore, efficient use of information is particularly important 36.POI category prediction can not only alle-
viate the sparsity but also have better practicality value. For example, recommending a certain type of restaurant to users is more diverse than
recommendinga certain restaurant, and recommendingentertainment venues ismore selective than recommendinga certain entertainment venue.
At present, the related research on POI recommendation is mainly based on spatiotemporal context to mine the users’ sequential patterns, and

some researches combineweather information, users’ emotional information andPOI category information 37. However, thesemethods are greatly
affected by the actual situation of the dataset. Unfortunately, although the current LBSN services have collected large number of user check-in
records, it is still not enough. And the data sparsity still greatly affects the performance of the model. In particular, we devise an ATCA-GRUmodel,
which cannot only effectively alleviate sparsity, but also accurately forecast thePOI categories that usersmaybe interested in.Our study addresses
data sparsity andmakes accurate and efficient next POI category recommendations for users.

FIGURE 1 The structure of GRU unit.
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3 PRELIMINARIES TO THIS STUD
3.1 Problem definition
Definition 1. Cheak-in: A user’s check-in activity is a 4-tuple Qu

tk
=(u, vl, cp, tk) where u ∈ U, vl ∈ V and cp ∈ C. It indicates that a user u visits POI

vl from category cp at time point tk.
Definition 2. Cheak-in history: A check-in history is a set of check-ins of a user. It can be denoted as CHu =

{(u, vu1 , cu1, tu1), (u, vu2 , cu2, tu2), ..., (u, vun, cun, tun)}, where u ∈ U, vi ∈ V and ci ∈ C for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, all users check-ins can be denoted by
ACH = {CHu1 ,CHu2 , ...,CHu|U|}, whereU is the number of all users.
Definition 3. POI category recommendation: Given a user’s check-in history CHu, the user’s current time tk, the goal is to recommend to users

the top-K POI categories that users may visit in the short term.
Table 1 shows the notations used in this paper.

TABLE 1 Notations in this paper

Symbol Description
u, v, c, t user, POI, POI category, time

U = {u1, u2, ..., uM} collection of all users
V = {v1, v2, ..., vL} collection of all POIs
C = {c1, c2, ..., cP} collection of all POI categories

cutk user u visit POI category c at tk
Qu

tk
= (u, vl, cp, tk) check-in activity of user u

Cu
tk

embedding vector of POI category
tutk temporal feature vector of cutk
hutk hidden vector of a GRU unit

outN+1,ck
probability of user u

visits POI category ck at tN+1

rutk , z
u
tk

reset gate vector and
update gate vector of GRU units

su Context vector of u
α attention weight vector of ATCA-GRU
σ sigmoid function
{w} set of weight matrices for a GRUmodel
{b} set of bias vectors for a GRUmodel

3.2 Gated Recurrent Unit
To make full use of the user’s previous check-in trajectories to learn the dependency relationship between check-ins, some researchers choose
to use RNN. However, RNN is limited by its structure to capture the long-range dependence between check-ins 38. Therefore, some researchers
choose touse the variant LSTM,which canmine the long-termdependencebetween check-ins better. LSTMhas a complex gate structure,whichwill
lead to long time consumption in the process of model training. As a variant of RNN, GRU has a simpler gate structure and better effect on training
results 39. In this study, we choose to use GRU to capture the long-term dependence between check-in, thenmine the user’s sequential patterns.
Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of GRU units. The reset gate and update gate control input vector and output hidden vector correspondingly. The

calculation of reset gate and update gate as follows:
X =

[
hutk−1

Cu
tk

]
(1)

rutk = σ (Wr ·X + br) (2)

zutk = σ (Wz ·X + bz) (3)
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Then, the candidate hidden layer h̃tk is calculated:
h̃tk = tanh

(
W

h̃
·
[
rutk �X

])
(4)

The reset gate rutk is used to control how much previous memory needs to be retained. For example, if the rutk is 0, then the h̃tk only contains the
information of the current input. Finally, the update gate zutk controls howmuch information needs to be forgotten from the previous hidden layer
hutk−1

and howmuch hidden layer information h̃tk needs to be added to the current hidden layer formula. Finally, the final hidden layer information
htk is obtained directly.

htk =
(
1− zutk

)
� htk−1 + zutk � h̃tk (5)

Specifically, r, z are the reset gate and update gate respectively. And σ represents the sigmoid function,� represents the elements multiplication.
WhereWr ,Wz,Wh̃ are weight matrices and br , bz are bias vectors of GRU units. Then, we can calculate the probability that the category of user u
visits POI vk at time point tN+1, where Ck donates the embedding vector of POI category. And thismethodwill offer top-K POI categories for users.

3.3 Attentionmodel
Attention model has been used in various fields in recent years 40 41. It is easy to encounter attention model in different types of tasks. It can also
improve the interpretability of neural network 42. Therefore, reasonable use of attention mechanism is helpful to improve the performance of the
model. In connection with the next POI category recommendation, it can be understood that the historical check-in records have different impacts
on users’ next check-in. Some of the check-in records have greater influence on users’ next check-in.
In the attention mechanism, we choose the key-value pair attention mode. Inspired by 43, we connect matrixQ,K andVval respectively and take

them as the input of attention function. The core of attention mechanism is the calculation of attention value, and its processing process mainly
consists of three parts.
1) Calculate the similarity between key and value: By calculating the similarity between query and key, attention score can be obtained. The most

frequently used functions is dot-product attention due to its high efficiency and speed. It can be defined as follows:
fmul(Q,K) = QKT (6)

2) Numerical conversion: The softmax function is used to normalize the attention score, which can highlight the weight of important elements.
3)Weighted sumof values:The value isweighted and summed according to theweight coefficient. The formula of the integrated process definition

is expressed as follows:
Attention(Q,K, Vval) = softmax(f(Q,K))Vval (7)

4 SOLUTION
In this section, we present the ATCA-GRUmodel to address the next POI recommendation problem in the next 24 hours.

4.1 Category-aware GRUmodel
We use GRU to capture non-linear dependence between users’ check-in, and GRU is good at dealing with time series. Considering that the user’s
check-in records are very sparse, it is challenging to use the extremely sparse POI check-in data to train the model. Inspired by 44, we take the
POI category as the user’s preference and take the check-in time and POI category as the input of the model. Considering that we are trying to
recommend themost likely POI categories that users are expected to visit in the next 24 hours, we havemade some settings in the process ofmodel
training. If the user’s check-in interval exceeds ten times, they will belong to different check-in tracks. Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of CA-GRU.
We define a binary (Cu

ti
, tui ) as the input at each time point. And we can update each hidden vector hutk by using current input and the previous

hidden vector huti−1
. The definition is as follows:

hutk = GRU
(
WCC

u
ti

+Wtt
u
i , h

u
ti−1

) (8)
whereWC ∈Rd×d andWt ∈Rd×d are transitionmatrices. Finally,wewill use the output ofGRU to get the category probabilities of the classification,
these probabilities are the probability of the next check-in category that the usermay visit. The categorywith a higher probability is selected as the
next check-in category that the user may visit. The probability outN+1,Ck

can be obtained by the following formula.
outN+1,Ck

=
(
WNh

u
tN

+WPPu

)T (
WCC

u
ti

+Wtt
u
i

) (9)
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FIGURE 2 The architecture of CA-GRU.

4.2 Attention-based category-aware GRUmodel
Not all check-in records have the same impact on the next check-in. (e.g., if a user’s check-in records are school, shoppingmall or cinema, it is obvious
that the impact of a shoppingmall on cinema is far greater than that of a school on cinema). However, a standardGRU cannot judgewhich historical
check-in is critical to the next POI recommendation. This is an area that needs to be improved. Therefore, we propose an attention-based category-
aware GRU (ATCA-GRU) model to address the above issue. Using attention mechanism, we can focus on the different history check-ins of users,
assign different weights for historical check-ins, and thenwe canmine the users’ preferences.
TheATCA-GRUmodel consists of two key steps. First, we design a category-awareGRUmodel. To overcome the negative impact of data sparsity

on model training, we take POI category as users’ preference and predict the most likely POI category to be accessed by users. In addition, we
add attention mechanism in CA-GRU to better mine users’ preferences inspired by NLP, called ATCA-GRU. Finally, the top-K POI categories in the
remaining POI categories are recommended to users. Fig. 3 illustrates the architecture of ATCA-GRU, where N indicates the length of check-in
sequence. Then, ATCA-GRU generates an attention weight vectorα and produces aweighted hidden representation r. The process is as follows:

rutN =

N∑
i=1

aih
u
ti

(10)
Finally, we can get the probability that user will visit POI categoryCk at time tN+1. And calculation process is as follows:

outN+1,ck
=
(
WNr

u
tN

+WPPu

)T (
WCC

u
ti

+Wtt
u
i

) (11)
where the definitions ofWN andWp refer to (9). In summary, we have proposed a model that can be used to predict the category of POI, called the
ATCA-GRU model. We use the gating unit in GRU to better capture the long-term and short-term dependence between users’ check-ins. Then, in
order to paymore attention to the historical records that have a greater impact on the next check-in, we combine attentionmechanismwith LSTM.
It is helpful to improve the interpretability of neural network model. Finally, in order to ensure the timeliness of the predicted POI categories, we
set a sliding window with the size of 10. It can focus on the 10 users’ check-in records that are close to the users’ next check-in. Finally, we use the
ATCA-GRUmodel to perform large-scale POI category prediction.
Our pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1. We first construct the data needed for forwarding propagation training (see lines 1-7), and then train

our ATCA-GRUmodel by using backpropagation, in which we use cross-entropy loss function (see lines 9-14).

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the ATCA-GRU model and compare it with the advanced baselines on dataset from Foursquare.
Through comparison, it can be seen from the comparison that the ATCA-GRUmodel is superior to all baselines in predicting POI category.
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FIGURE 3 The architecture of ATCA-GRU.

Algorithm 1ATCA-GRU
Require: usersU and their previous check-in records ACH
Ensure: ATCA-GRUmodel {M}u

//building training examples
1: D=Uu Du=φ;
2: for each user u inU do
3: for each check in trajectoryQu

tk
inCHU do

4: Compute the embedding vectorCu
tk
of category cutk

5: end for
6: Add a training instance{(Cu

tk
), (c′utk )} toDu

7: end for
//model training

8: Initialize the parameter setΘ
9: while exceed (maximum number if iterations) == false do
10: for each user u inU do
11: Randomly select a batch of instancesDu

b fromDu

12: FindΘminimizing the objective withDu
b

13: end for
14: endwhile
15: return {M}u

5.1 Data collection and preprocessing
Location privacy protection is an important challenge in location-based social networks 45 46.We have also considered this aspect. Our fine-grained
POI category prediction method only focuses on the specific category of users’ check-in, not the specific location of users’ check-in. Therefore, in
the training process of the model, we did not use the specific location information of the users’ check-in. So the users’ location privacy would not
be exposed. We evaluate our model on a real-world Foursquare dataset collected fromNew York City (NYC) 47 from 12 April 2012 to 16 February
2013. This dataset is frequently-used in POI prediction field, which includes user ID, POI ID of user check-in, POI category, check-in location (lon-
gitude and latitude) and time of check-in. In the process of using the dataset, we first preprocess the dataset and delete the POIs with less than 5
users visits, because they are not recommended to users and hinder the training of the model. Then, we divide the dataset. we use the top 80 % of
the dataset as the training set and the last 20% as the test set. An overview of the dataset we used is shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2 Basic statistic of foursquare dataset

Users Check-in Categories
NYC 1083 179,468 233

5.2 Baselinemethods
We select the following POI category predictionmethods to compare with our proposedmethods.

1. ATCA-LSTM: Using our idea but using the LSTMmodel to predict the POI category.
2. Frequency: The percentage of users’ most frequent visits is taken as the probability of users visiting the POI category.

5.3 Evaluationmetrics
In the evolution, we use the following evaluation metrics: precision @K, recall @K and F1-score @K. Precision, recall and F1-score are several
commonly used indicators tomeasure the performance of models. Besides, F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
In this study, the threemetrics are defined as follows:

P@k =
1

n

n∑
u=1

Pu@k =
1

n

n∑
u=1

|Su(k) ∩ Cu|
k

(12)

R@k =
1

n

n∑
u=1

Ru@k =
1

n

n∑
u=1

|Su(k) ∩ Cu|
|cu|

(13)

F1@k =
1

n

n∑
u=1

F1u@k =
1

n

n∑
u=1

2 · P@k ·R@k

P@k +R@k
(14)

whereSu(k) denotes the set of top-k POI categorieswill be recommended to user u andCu denotes POI categories that userswill visit in real world.
For most users, it is not enough for them to predict the category with the highest probability. People tend to have the right to choose. Therefore, in
order to provide users with selectivity and diversity, we take k = 5, k = 10 and k = 15 as examples to predict users’ interest categories.

5.4 Effect of parameters
The parameter d is responsible for determining the embedding dimension of POI category, and it impacts the performance of ATCA-GRU. To find
the best performance of the model, we conduct several experiments. We use Rec@5 and F1@5 to measure the performance. Fig. 4 shows that the
performance of our model rises steadily before d=60 and then fluctuates and the performance does not change much. And we set the embedding
dimension to 60 in the experiments.

5.5 Results on POI category recommendation
After completing the ATCA-GRU model, it is necessary to evaluate the effect of the model. At present, the evaluation indicators that are often
used include precision, recall, F1-score, etc. The research has selected recall and F1-score to be visualized. The training process will be briefly
described below. From Fig. 5(a), we can see that during the initial training process, the values of recall@5 and recall@10 are gradually increasing
as the embedding dimension increases. It shows that the model’s performance is gradually getting better. But when the embedding dimension=80,
the value of recall@10 begins to decrease, and the value of recall@5 begins to be stabilized. It shows that if the embedding dimension is increased
at this time, the model is difficult to achieve better performance. Increasing embedding dimension will increase the time cost of model training. In
Fig. 5(b), the value of F1-score increases when the embedding dimension is less than 60. When the embedding dimension exceeds 60, the value
of F1-score begins to float up and down, which indicates that it is reasonable for our model to select the embedding dimension of 60. Therefore,
under the premise of ensuring that the model performance, the smaller of the embedding dimension, the better. We finally decided to choose the
embedding dimension as 60. Since we predict the POI categories that users may visit in the next 24 hours, we need to set a sliding window tomake
GRU paymore attention to the user’s check-in categories shortly soon.We finally determined that the size of the sliding window is 10 by analyzing
the data. In other words, we use the POI categories of the previous 10 visits to mine users’ short-term preferences. The reasonwhywe don’t select
the specific duration as the sliding window standard is that users’ check-in is random. It is difficult to have an appropriate time tomeasure all users’
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(a) Recall@k (b) F1-Score@k

FIGURE 4 Performance corresponding to different embedding dimensions.

(a) Accuracy of training process (b) Loss of training process

FIGURE 5 Performance corresponding to different training process.

check-in. Some users’ check-in frequently and some users’ check-in sparsely. We transform the time in dataset into sequential timestamps after
unified preprocessing. Andwe finally chose the size of the sliding window to be 10.
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the accuracy of training set is increasing from the first iteration to the second iteration, which indicates that the iterative

training effect is significant. But the accuracy of the verification set will not increasewith the iteration number increasing again.When the iteration
number reaches 5, the accuracy of the test set begins to decline. In Fig. 5(b), the loss value of model training also changes accordingly, because the
loss value is closely related to the accuracy. The loss value of the training set decreases rapidly, which reflects effect of model training. But when
the iteration times are 5, the loss value begins to rise. This is due to the overfitting phenomenon caused by small dataset and insufficient data. At
the beginning of model training, the loss value of the training set is closely related to the accuracy, we set the initial iteration number to 50 times.
In order to prevent the model from wasting too much time on overfitting, we set the condition of model stopping ahead of time: when the model
accuracy is no longer rising twice in a row, themodel training ends in advance.
When epoch=14, the model reaches the early stopping condition, No more training. The comparison chart of the experimental results is shown

in the Fig. 6. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the ATCA-GRU model we proposed is better than other baseline methods in three aspects: precision,
recall and F1-score, but ATCA-GRU is consistent with the ATCA-LSTMmodel in terms of training ideas, so the efficiency of the GRUmodel is only
a little higher than that of the LSTM. But our model is much more effective than the frequency-based method. Fig. 6(a) shows the accuracy and
comparison of ourATCA-GRUmodel.When the recommended category is the top5, the accuracy of themodel is 0.7441,which is 5.42%higher than
the frequency method and 0.21% lower than the ATCA-LSTMmethod. When the recommended category is the top 10, the accuracy of the model
is 0.8236, which is 28.36% higher than the frequencymethod and 0.19% higher than the ATCA-LSTMmethod.When the recommended category is
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FIGURE 6 Performance comparedwith different training process.

the top 15, the accuracy of our model is 0.8606, which is 43.4% higher than the frequency method and 0.36% lower than the ATCA-LSTMmethod.
Fig. 6(b) shows the recall and comparison of our ATCA-GRUmodel.When the recommended category is the top 5, the recall of themodel is 0.5976,
which is 25.76% higher than the frequencymethod and 0.8% higher than the ATCA-LSTMmethod.When the recommended category is the top 10,
the recall of the ATCA-GRU model is 0.7189, which is 23.67% higher than the frequency method and 0.41% higher than the ATCA-LSTMmethod.
When the recommended category is the top 15, our model recall is 0.7794, which is 18.95% higher than the frequency method and 0.33% lower
than theATCA-LSTMmethod. Fig. 6(c) shows the F1-score and comparison of our ATCA-GRUmodel.When the recommended category is the top 5,
the F1-score of theATCA-GRUmodel is 0.6389,which is 16.78%higher than the frequencymethod and0.11%higher than theATCA-LSTMmethod.
When the recommended category is the top 10, the F1-score of ourmodel is 0.7482, which is 20.98% higher than the frequencymethod and 0.56%
higher than the ATCA-LSTMmethod.When the recommended category is the top 15, the F1-score of our model is 0.8008, which is 29.81% higher
than the frequencymethod and 0.28% lower than the ATCA-LSTMmethod.
From these experimental results, it can be seen that the recommendation effect of our ATCA-GRU model far exceeds the frequency-based

method, and the quality of the recommendation results has been greatly improved. However, the difference between ATCA-LSTM and ATCA-GRU
model is very small. Sometimes ATCA-LSTM can even surpass the ATCA-GRU model occasionally. This is because ATCA-LSTM is consistent with
our ideas, so the recommended results are similar, but the LSTMunit has three gated structures (forget gate, input gate and output gate), whichwill
reduce the training speed of themodel. However, there are only two gated structures (update gate and reset gate) in the GRU. In the case of similar
recommendation results, faster GRU is more suitable to complete our POI category recommendation task.

6 CONCLUTION
Recently, the next POI recommendation has attached considerable attention. However, it is hard to discover users’ interests from extremely sparse
check-in data. Therefore, we take the POI category as the user’s preference to carry out the category aware POI recommendation. We propose
an attention-based category-aware GRU model, which can not only alleviate the sparsity of users’ check-in, but also capture the short-term and
long-term dependence between user check-in. Finally, we will predict the probability of the user’s next check-in category, and recommend top-
K categories according to the probability. We deployed the experiment on a real data set and compared our method with the baseline methods.
Experiments show that our ATCA-GRU is obviously better than other baselinemethods.
For future work, we will provide users with specific POI recommendations based on category prediction. Time is still an important factor affect-

ing the user’s check-in. We hope to find a better way to capture the time pattern and find a more appropriate time window to analyze the user’s
behavior pattern andpredict theuser’s preference. AlthoughGRUcan capture theuser’s historical check-in informationwell, there is still a room for
improvement.While improving the accuracy, we should also consider dealing with the long tail effect and providing more diverse recommendation
lists to better meet the needs of users.
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